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 It’s a great pleasure to welcome you all to the 2nd Czech and Slovak Film Festival in 
Sydney, and for the first time, to welcome the Czech and Slovak Film Festival in Perth.

 Last year’s success, but especially the enthusiasm with which you all embraced the 
festival, inspired and motivated us to organize another varied selection of features, 
documentaries and the shorts. To that end, we have selected the best of Czech and 
Slovak cinema – the most popular, critically acclaimed, box office hits from both coun-
tries. Films which have been crowd pleasers as well as award winners both at home 
and abroad.

 There is something for everyone; films to make you laugh, cry, to inspire you and to 
leave you in awe.

 This year, for the first time, we will also showcase the best of young cinematic tal-
ent of the graduating students from the Czech and Slovak Film Academies FAM, UTB 
and FTF VŠMU.

 In addition to these, we will also feature three of the best and much loved films 
of master trick animator Karel Zeman. These three classics have been painstakingly 
restored and digitalized and we will once again screen them in collaboration with the 
UTS faculty of Design, Architecture and Building. Same as last year, these screenings 
will be open to general public and are free of charge.

 Once again, courtesy of Czech Tourism, we will be holding a competition and audi-
ence prize for the best film. One lucky, person in both Sydney and Perth will win this 
year’s prize – a stay for two in the beautiful Czech spa town of Karlovy Vary, a city also 
renowned for the oldest International Film Festival in Central Europe.

 The Festival would not have been possible without the support of our partners and 
sponsors. In this regard, our special thanks are extended to the Ministers of Culture of 
both Countries - to Marek Maďarič from Slovakia for his continued patronage and to 
Daniel Herman from The Czech Republic for his support of the festival. 

 We are also proud to welcome this year’s Patron of the Czech and Slovak Film Fes-
tival in Sydney and Perth which is the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic. 

 On behalf of the IKSIMA Films team and our 
Czech and Slovak partners Martina Vackova, and 
Silvia Panakova without 
whose commitment the 
festival would not be re-
alized, I wish you many 
pleasant and enjoyable 
viewings.

Ika de Detrich 
IKSIMA Films, Director

Welcome!

Cultural Partners Event Partners

Honorary Consul of the
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“We wish the Festival 
much luck and many 

engaged and satisfied 
moviegoers,”

 Přemysl Sobotka,  
Senate of the Parliament  

of the Czech Republic
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 I am genuinely pleased that for the third time in a row you have 
organised the Czech and Slovak Film Festival.  Of course in my 
official capacity as ambassador, I am expected to (and I do) write 
about the importance of such cultural events in the course of 
creating deeper understanding between the countries. 
 Personally, my ambition is rather modest and perhaps even 
selfish as in fact I just want to say that I am truly looking forward to 
watching the movies – new and old – and furthermore, I look forward 
to meeting up with my many friends – old and new – at the Czech and 
Slovak Film Festival 2015 in Sydney this October and in Perth this 
November. 

Martin Pohl 
Ambassador of the Czech Republic

 The Embassy of the Slovak Republic is pleased to support the 
Czech and Slovak Film Festival in Sydney and Perth. In Sydney it is 
for the second time. With the second Festival the annual tradition 
begins, and we hope that it will continue for a really long time.
 The Festival creates a unique opportunity to present part of our 
culture to wide Australian audience. The Czech and Slovak films 
always ranked among the best in the movie production in Europe and 
all over the world as well, and it is very gratifying that Australians 
have the opportunity to recognize it.  
 The Festival is opening a gateway to our countries and we hope 
that this experience will inspire people to visit beautiful, culturally 
rich country in the middle of Europe – Slovakia. 
 Enjoy yourself!

Igor Bartho  
Ambassador of the Slovak Republic

Ahoj!

hello

SYDNEY
Dendy Opera Quay
WED 21 OCT
Dendy Newtown
THU 22 OCT – SUN 25 OCT
UTS Faculty of Design, 
Architecture & Building
SAT 24 OCT – SUN 25 OCT

WED 21 OCT
6:30 PM photographer
+ OPENING NIGHT PARTY FROM
9:00 PM (drinks, finger food, music)

THU 22 OCT
6:30 PM in silence

FRI 23 OCT
6:30 PM 38
9:00 PM life is life

SAT 24 OCT
1:30 PM three brothers
4:00 PM sitting on a branch,  
enjoying myself
6:30 PM always together
9:00 PM the snake brothers

SUN 25 OCT
1:30 PM seven ravens
4:00 PM adelheid
6:30 PM fair play
+ CLOSING PARTY AFTER 
SCREENING FROM 9:00 PM  
(drink & music)

PERTH
Cinema Paradiso, Northbridge
THU 19 NOV – SUN 22 NOV

THU 19 NOV
6:30 PM fair play
+ OPENING NIGHT PARTY 
FROM 9:00 PM (drinks, food, 
music)

FRI 20 NOV
6:30 PM 38

SAT 21 NOV
8:30 PM photographer

SUN 22 NOV
4:00 PM three brothers
8:30 PM seven ravens

Plan

your

films

Sydney UTS Faculty of Design, 
Architecture & Building

SAT 24 OCT
2:00 PM baron von 
munchausen
4:00 PM the fabulous world  
of jules verne (the deadly 
invention)

SUN 25 OCT
2:00 PM FAMU shorts 
3:00 PM FTF VŠMU shorts
4:00 PM journey to the 
beginning of time

Karel Zeman Exhibition
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Studentská, cestovní a imigrační agentura

Suite 301  |  39 Liverpool Street |  Sydney NSW 2000 |  Phone: + 61 2 9003 0466

www.facebook.com/ AustraliaOnlineAustralia
www.australiaonline.eu

  Studijní kurzy za účelem získaní
                    pracovního víza

        Nejlevnější studium 
na odborné škole od $650 za term

Potřebuješ změnit školu? – v AOL
     provádíme změny škol ZDARMA

Konzultace s našimi imigračními
       agenty v AOL ZDARMA 

Photographer / Fotograf
SYD 21 OCT 6:30 PM   PER 21 NOV 8:30 PM

CZECH REPUBLIC 2015 Comedy/drama | 133 min

DIRECTOR Irena Pavlásková

CAST
Karel Roden, Marie Málková, Zuzana Vejvodová, Václav 
Neužil, Jitka Sedláčková, Vanda Karolyi Konečná, Jenovéfa 
Boková

A fascinating portrait of the well-known Czech photographer Jan Saudek’s life, mas-
terly played out by Karel Roden.

The focal point of Jan’s life have always been women. Those who paraded and posed 
in front of his camera’s lens or those who gathered around him in his private life. 
Daughters, wives, lovers, friends with benefits, intellectual admirers. Some selfless-
ly loyal and loving, others cheated on and jilted, and others still sharing his turbulent 
life with relish. And some, like the film’s heroine, Líba, yearned to bind their future 
with the famous artist, obsessed in their desire to tame his liberated outlook on life 
and to share in his wealth, talent and genes. All of these various women parade in 
front the camera for us in this riveting film which oscillates between a bitter sweet 
comedy, a fantastical love poem and a tense drama.

Jan Saudek who co-wrote the script of the movie and briefly appears in it, has often 
been a controversial and polarising figure throughout his life. So this movie is as 
much a glimpse behind the scenes into his private world as it is his statement to us, 
the public, laying out for us his life, motivations and his view of the central people 
in it.

FESTIVALS Karlovy Vary, Montreal

SHORT FILM Force Of Attraction (Síla přiťažlivosti) SK 2014 | 4 min



In Silence / V tichu
SYD 22 OCT 6:30 PM 

SLOVAKIA | CZECH 
REPUBLIC 2014 | drama | 84 min

DIRECTOR Zdeněk Jiráský

CAST
Judit Bárdos, Ján Gallovič, Jan Čtvrtník, Valeria Stašková, 
Kristína Svarinská, Laco Hrušovský, Dana Košická, Ondřej 
Rychlý, Štefan Capko, Jan Komínek

A drama of enormous intensity and beauty, In Silence depicts the shattered lives of Jewish 
artists whose dreams and destinies were tragically cut short by the Holocaust. 

Based on a story by Slovak musicologist Agáta Schindler In Silence is a stylized docu-dra-
ma about the fate of five real Jewish musicians in Czechoslovakia and Germany. In a highly 
original and visually stunning film, director Zdeněk Jiráský correlates their happy joyful pre-
war lives with the suffering and humiliation in the concentration camps where music was 
the only instrument that helped people to survive or alleviate the fear of impeding death. 

Karol Elbert, Alice Flachová, Edith Kraus, Arthur Chitz and Jozef Weiss voice their own 
stories, contemplating events as they experience them. Poetic and hypnotic, with strong 
musical and visual components, this beautifully composed film provides an innovative take 
on Holocaust themes.

Spoiler alert:  Several of the musicians featured in story survived their ordeal and flour-
ished after the war.

Czech Academy Award-winner Zdeněk Jiráský (Flower Buds) had planned his film to be a 
documentary but, through the amassing of material, ended up with a highly original drama. 
The level of invention and intensity is unforgettable and brings home the power of cinema.

FESTIVALS Karlovy Vary, Busan, Atlanta Jewish FF 

SHORT FILM Green Line (Zelená vlna) SK 2014 | 12 min

38 / 38
SYD 23 OCT 6:30 PM   PER 20 NOV 6:30 PM

SLOVAKIA 2014 | Documentary | 87 min

DIRECTOR Daniel Dangl, Lukáš Zednikovič

CAST
Majka Demitrová, Pavel Demitra, Marián Gáborík, Michal 
Handzuš, Zdeno Chára, Tomáš Kopecký, Keith Tkachuk, 
Jeremy Roenick, Miroslav Šatan  and others

This unique, box office record breaking documentary follows the life of a Slovak ice 
hockey legend, Pavol Demitra. It takes us from the very beginning of his career in 
Slovakia through successful years in Canadian NHL to Lokomotiv Yaroslavl and his 
tragic death in a plane crash in 2011. He is remembered not only as a top sportsman 
but also as a good man with strong character.

As a man, he was universally loved not only by the public in Slovakia but also by his 
family, friends and colleagues. He radiated something unique from within; he was 
more than just a sportsman - he was a symbol of success and a role model for many 
young people, in and out of sport. He was not only an exemplary father and husband 
but also, as we discover, a very funny guy. 38 pays tribute to Pavol Demitra, as the 
brilliant ice hockey player he was and brings us up close with the real life man behind 
the legend.

It’s almost unheard of for documentaries to break box office records, yet that’s pre-
cisely what 38 has achieved. Its premiere on 7th of September 2014 drew record 
breaking crowds and attendances over its first weekend of screenings were the high-
est in the history of Slovak cinema.

SHORT FILM Kuku (Kuku) SK 2014 | 9 min



Life is Life / Život je život
SYD 23 OCT 9:00 PM International Premiere

CZECH REPUBLIC 2015 | Comedy | 95 min 

DIRECTOR Milan Cieslar

CAST
Ondřej Vetchý, Simona Stašová, Bára Poláková, Tereza 
Voříšková,  Sára Sandeva, Marek Taclík, Miroslav Tá-
borský, Petr Vančura, Kristýna Peláková and others

Among the many film genres, comedy is the one that Czechs love the most. And this 
year, Milan Cieslar’s Life is Life with popular veteran actor Ondřej Vetchý in the lead 
role, hits the spot more than any other film. 

This portrayal of an average Czech family tackling their day to day problems has been 
the record breaking box office hit of 2015, surpassing all other films released during 
the year. 

Without a doubt Ondřej Vetchý relished his casting as a middle aged, somewhat 
tyrannical father of three daugters trying to come to terms with their unfortunate 
choice of partners and the shenanigans of everyday life all the while dreaming of his 
own fantasy life as his hero, Agent 007.

Don’t be the one to miss this excellent hit of 2015!

FESTIVALS CR 2015 Biggest Box Office

SHORT FILM Fongopolis (Fongopolis)  SK 2014 | 13 min

Three brothers / Tři bratři
SYD 24 OCT 1:30 PM   PER 22 NOV 4:00 PM

CZECH REPUBLIC  | 
DENMARK 2014 | Family  90 min

DIRECTOR Jan Svěrák

CAST
Vojtěch Dyk, Tomáš Klus, Zdeněk Piškula, Sabina Rojková, 
Kateřina Kosová, Oldřich Kaiser, Gabriela Míčová, Jiří Lá-
bus, Zdeněk Svěrák, Zuzana Norisová, David Matásek

“While raising funds for the production we were frequently asked why we chose a fairy tale,” 
Jan Svěrák said. “The answer is simple. We wanted to give the classic Czech fairy tale back 
the self-confidence that it has lost in the past years due to the pressure of Hollywood block-
busters, which it tries to emulate with fantastic figures and tricks.”

Svěrák’s witty take on three much loved fairy tales is a breath of fresh air that makes view-
ing The Three Brothers an enjoyable experience for children and adults alike. And the critics 
are not the only ones raving. The film attracted audiences of over 400,000 people in its first 
month alone following its release.

The director, the Oscar winning Jan Svěrák (Kolya, Oscar for Best Foreign Language Film, 
1997), reckons that many fairy-tale adaptations offer a pop-culture mutation of traditional 
fairy tales, which distracts from their essence. “Classic stories should be passed on in their 
original form. I wouldn’t want my children to watch warped fairy-tale motifs, like having 
Little Red Riding Hood fight vampires with a flame-thrower. Children need the fairy tale 
essentials.”

It doesn’t surprise then that The Three Brothers continues this wonderfully rich cultur-
al tradition of folk storytelling and cinematic adaptations in Central Europe which has 
spanned the last 60 years.

FESTIVALS Karlovy Vary | Box Office 2014

SHORT FILM Tony And Mr Illness (Tonda a bacil) CZ 2014 | 4 min



I Am Sitting on a Branch I Am Fine /  
Sedím na konári a je mi dobre
SYD 24 OCT 4:00 PM Australian Premiere

CZECHOSLOVAKIA | 
GERMANY 1989 | Comedy | drama | 110 min

DIRECTOR Juraj Jakubisko

CAST Bolek Polívka, Ondřej Pavelka, Markéta Hrubešová, Dea-
na Horváthová, Miroslav Macháček, Štefan Kvietik

“In Jakubisko films the irrational, mysterious and sensational seems to be as natural as the life 
itself, although not all of us are able to have Jakubisko’s eye, enabled to see that mysterious, unex-
pected and fantastic even in simple ordinary daily life“ - Federico Fellini.

A Slovak tragi-comedy about the end of WWII and the coming of the communist regime - more 
recently known as Sitting on a Branch, Enjoying Myself is a film about two men and their love for 
one woman. In the aftermath of WWII, two happy go lucky wanderers, Pepe (Bolek Polívka) and 
Prengel (Ondřej Pavelka), befriend each other and embark on a crazy adventure after they find gold 
and jewellery hidden inside a bicycle frame. They set up shop as bakers in an old mansion which 
formerly belonged to a wealthy Jew and both fall for a beautiful silent woman Esther (Markéta 
Hrubešová) who turns up on their doorstep. They set up house and try to stay afloat in the crazy, 
anarchic make-do of the times, just as the Communists come to town. The monstrosity of the 
1950’s is represented by a fanatic young communist, Želmíra, who turns their world upside-down.

This film was made and released in the 1989, just before the overthrow of communism in Czecho-
slovakia, making it all the more daring and remarkable.

Following Jakubisko’s artistic achievement with The Millennial Bee (Tisícročná včela), I Am Sitting 
on a Branch I Am Fine was the second Slovak fiction feature to be selected for Competition at 
the Venice Film Festival. In 1990, it was awarded the Jury Prize and the Alsace Media Prize at the 
Strasbourg IFF as well as the Special Prize at the Interfest IFF in Moscow.

FESTIVALS Venice, Strasbourg,  Moscow,  Bratislava, Cran Gevrier  

SHORT FILM How to get people to like you (Jak se líbit lidem) CZ 2014 | 4 min

Always together / Stále spolu 
SYD 24 OCT 6:30 PM Australian Premiere

CZECH REPUBLIC 2014  | Documentary | 75 min

DIRECTOR Eva Tomanová

CAST Petr Mlčoch family

Is there a recipe for an ideal family? 

Peace and tranquility reign on the slopes of Sumava. But it is always noisy and busy 
around the Mlčoch household. 

25 years ago, Petr was a city rat studying computer science. Then he met Simona, 
and they decided to pursue their dream of freedom together. Choosing a traditional 
lifestyle of self-sufficiency, love and togetherness, the couple lead a frugal, bohemian 
life. They live in a self-made house in a meadow in the Bohemian Forest, with bare 
essentials – and their nine children. The rules of the clan are set by Petr, who sees 
himself as a ”professional father”. He has decided that he and his family will give up 
modern civilization to live freely and in harmony with nature. Can fatherly love be-
come suffocating for the children? Rejecting a conventional lifestyle means sacrifices 
for the whole family. Will they be able to make it work in modern society?

In her documentary Always Together director Eva Tomanová faithfully captures the 
life of this eleven member family. The film was first released at the prestigious 2014 
documentary festival IDFA in Amsterdam.

FESTIVALS Idfa Amsterdam, Karlovy Vary, Crossing Europe Linz 

SHORT FILM What we did before we drank cocoa together SK/CZ 2014 | 29 min



The Snake Brothers / Kobry a užovky
SYD 24 OCT 9:00 PM 

CZECH REPUBLIC 2015 | Drama | 111 min

DIRECTOR Jan Prušinovský

CAST
Matěj Hádek, Kryštof Hádek, Jan Hájek, Lucie Žáčková, 
David Máj, Lucie Polišenská, Věra Kubánková, Jana 
Šulcová

This uncompromising drama tells the story of two brothers who are unable to build a 
life that they are happy with.

The words “Bro, we’ll figure it out!” – often spoken by the brothers who answer to the 
nicknames Viper and Cobra, fittingly characterize their relationship: each dealing in 
his own way with the bleakness, lack of money, and alcohol-filled evenings repeated 
ad nauseum in their small town. Viper, unemployed and lonely, does not know how to 
escape from the shadow of his younger junkie and troublemaker brother Cobra. Until 
one day he decides to teach him a life lesson that he will never forget...a lesson that 
spins out of control and turns into a nightmare.

The casting of real life brothers Matěj and Kryštof Hádek enormously increased the 
authenticity of their film characters. Both brothers excel in one of the must-see films 
of the year, with the younger brother Kryštof receiving the best actor award for his 
performance at this year’s  Karlovy Vary International Film Festival.

FESTIVALS Karlovy Vary

SHORT FILM Half Babka (Hálf babka) SK 2014 | 5 min

7 Ravens / Sedem zhavranelých bratov
SYD 25 OCT 1:30 PM   
PER 22 NOV 8:30 PM Australian Premiere

SLOVAKIA |  
CZECH REPUBLIC 2015 | Fantasy/family | 97 min

DIRECTOR Alice Nellis

CAST
Martha Issová, Sabina Remundová, Lukáš Příkazký, Václav 
Neužil, Zuzana Bydžovská, Jana Oľhová, Marián Geišberg, 
Csongor Cassai, Kristína Svarinská, Matej Marušin

A fairy tale, Seven Ravens is inspired by a famous Slovak folk story. It’s the tale of a young 
girl taking on a difficult task -  to save her brothers and remove the curse that her mother 
cast on them. It’s a story of courage, perseverance, but also of the power of language and 
true love. 

Bohdanka is born into the grief-stricken family of a baker. Years ago in a fit of rage, his wife 
cursed all of her seven sons to the heavens and in the act, turned them into ravens. The 
parents keep this tragedy secret from Bohdanka. For a long time she has no idea why her 
parents are silent and why there are whispers around in the village. When she hears about 
the curse of her family, she decides that she must rescue her brothers. She gets advice from 
a local witch that she must stop speaking and start sewing shirts for them. But not just any 
shirts but rather shirts made from stinging nettles which she must make alone and without 
help - picking the nettles, extracting yarns from them, weaving the fabric and sewing every 
stitch. Bohdanka embarks on a long journey full of unexpected turns which she must over-
come if she wants to rescue her brothers.

With its rugged scenery and excellent atmospheric camera work, director Alice Nellis (Little 
Girl Blue) has brought unexpected thrill and magic into this classic fairy tale.  “My intention 
as a director is to shoot a classic fairy tale that relies on a strong design concept, bold and 
authentic acting, and a well-written script. We would like to make a film which could be seen 
by the whole family,” explained Nellis at the time of shooting – and boy has she succeeded!

SHORT FILM The Entangled (Zápletka) CZ 2014 | 9 min



Adelheid / Adelheid
SYD 25 OCT 4:00 PM Australian Premiere

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 1969 | Psychological drama | 99 min

DIRECTOR František Vláčil

CAST
Petr Čepek, Emma Černá, Jan Vostrčil, Jana Krupičková, 
Pavel Landovský, Josef Somr, Alžběta Frejková, Bohumil 
Vávra, Lubomír Tlalka, Miloš Willig and others

Adelheid - the first film made in colour by Czech master director František Vláčil, is 
a brilliant tale of forbidden love between two lovers trapped by the march of history.

The story unfolds in the aftermath of World War II in the Sudetenland region of 
northern Moravia.  A decommissioned Czech airman, Viktor Chotovický (Petr Čepek), 
has returned from service in the Royal Air Force and is given the management of an 
enormous German estate. Adelheid Heidenmannová (Emma Černá), who is assigned 
to be Viktor’s servant, is the daughter of the former estate owner who has been im-
prisoned for his war crimes. Viktor falls for the beautiful Adelheid but is forced to 
confront his love, his conscience and where his sympathies lie when he discovers 
Adelheid sheltering her German-soldier brother.

In Adelheid, Vláčil has touched on a previously taboo subject – the expulsion of ethnic 
Germans and the appropriation of their property in the former post war Czechoslo-
vakia. 

“Adelheid may not be a historical drama like Vláčil’s previous two films (Marketa 
Lazarova, Valley of the Bees), but it has its own gentle quiet power and will still re-
main with you for a long time after you’ve finished watching”, Lisa Tchatcher, 2013.

FESTIVALS Mar Del Plata, Lusaka 

SHORT FILM Love (Láska), SK  2014 | 13 min

Fair Play / Fair Play
SYD 25 OCT 6:30 PM   PER 19 NOV 6:30 PM

CZECH REPUBLIC 
| SLOVAKIA | 
GERMANY

2014 | drama | 100 min

DIRECTOR Andrea Sedláčková

CAST
Judit Bárdos,  Anna Geislerová, Eva Josefíková, Roman Luknár, 
Ondřej Novcák, Ondřej Malý, Jiří Wohanka, Igor Bareš, Roman 
Zach, Taťjana Medvecká, Slávek Bílský and others

“Sedláčková... excels at capturing the grim, strained atmosphere of the time, where people are 
forced to lie, collaborate and act against their better judgment and principles in order to keep their 
jobs or protect their loved ones.” Variety

Czechoslovakia, 1980. Anna (Judit Bárdos), a young and talented sprinter is selected for the national 
team and starts training to qualify for the Olympic Games. As a part of the preparation she is placed 
into a secret “medical programme” where the authorities begin doping her with anabolic steroids. 
Her performance improves, but after she collapses at training, she learns the truth. Anna decides to 
continue her training without the steroids even though her mother (Anna Geislerová) is worried that 
she won’t be able to keep up with the other athletes and might not qualify for the Olympics, which 
she sees as the only chance for her daughter to escape from behind the Iron Curtain.

The critically acclaimed and award winning Fair Play was selected as the Czech Republic’s 2015 
Oscar entry for the Best Foreign Language Film Award, received 15 nominations for the 2015 
Czech Lion Awards.

“I always wanted to write and shoot a film about the fight for „small human freedom’ in the commu-
nist dictatorship,“ says the director Andrea Sedláčková. “A few years ago, some secret documents 
of Ministry of Interior about the state controlled doping by anabolic steroids of Czechoslovak 
athletes were revealed. Many Olympic winners took part in this programme since its beginning in 
1983.” Andrea Sedláčková.

FESTIVALS Karlovy Vary, Busan, London, Chicago, Rome, Palm Springs, Buenos 
Aires And Others

SHORT FILM Mario and Magician (Mário a kouzelník) CZ 2014 | 5 min



* regular Saturday classes

* workshops

* cultural performances

* holiday camps

e-mail: CeskaSkolaPerth@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/CzechSchoolPerth

CZECH SCHOOL 
PERTH

Czech language tuition for 

children from 3 years of age.

Shorts / krátké filmy
TONY AND MR. ILL-
NESS | TONDA A BACIL

CZ  2014 | 4 min | animation, Director:  Kateřina Karhánková
A short film about little Tony outsmarting Mr. Illness.

HOW TO GET PEOPLE 
TO LIKE YOU | JAK SE 
LÍBIT LIDEM

CZ 2014 | 4 min | animation, Director:  Alexandra Yakovleva
An animated film based on the popular article How to Get People to 
Like You, offering a recipe to get a perfect personality merely by fol-
lowing some simple social rules.

MARIO AND THE  
MAGICIAN  | MÁRIO  
A KOUZELNÍK

CZ 2014 | 5 min | animation, Director:  Michaela Pavlátová
An animated clip inspired by the famous Thomas Mann´s novella Mario 
and the Magician about the dangerous ability to manipulate crowds.

THE ENTANGLED | 
ZÁPLETKA

CZ 2014 | 9 min | animation, Director: Stanislav Sekela
An animated drama about the strong connection between two lovers 
from the plant life.

FORCE OF 
ATTRACTION | SILA 
PRÍŤAŽLIVOSTI

SK 2014 | 4 min |animation, Director:  Eva Sekerešová
The force of attraction is a force that causes two objects to attract to 
each other.  This law of physics also applies to astronauts in the time 
of Cold War.

GREEN LINE | ZELENÁ 
VLNA

SK  2014 | 12 min |fiction, Director:  Martina Buchelová
A picture of an overworked woman, living alone with her son and her 
old father. She struggles with everyday problems until her imagination 
takes over. Or not?

KUKU | KUKU SK 2014 | 9 min |3D animation, Director:  Henrich Žucha
The first Slovak stereoscopic experimental film KUKU is a fantasti-
cal story about objects living their own lives, about  our children and 
their dream visions. It is a story searching for the secrets of unknown 
worlds, which are not clearly observable, yet existent.

FONGOPOLIS | 
FONGOPOLIS

SK 2014 | 13 min |animation, Director:  Joanna Kożuch
A young violinist is about to play his big solo with the Philharmonic of 
Fongopolis City. The path to success, however, is unexpectedly blocked 
at a train station. Amid the chaos of the bustling crowds he cannot find 
his way to the right platform.

HALFBABKA | HALF 
BÁBKA

SK 2014 | 5 min | animation, Director:  Jasmine Elsen
This films is about loneliness in society. An old woman does everything 
with her cat, which is more like a toy to her: sharing an ice cream and 
knitting  a sweater...but then the cat runs away.

LOVE | LÁSKA SK 2014 | 13 min | document, Director:  Maja Brnušáková
Portrait of a widowed grandmother reminiscing about her husband and 
her life with him.

WHAT WE DID 
BEFORE WE DRANK 
COCOA TOGETHER 
| ČO SME ROBILI 
PREDTÝM AKO SME 
ŠLI SPOLU NA KAKAO

SK, CZ 2014 | 32 min | fiction, Director:  Aramisova
What is the value of energy invested into friendship? How can you de-
fend yourself when there is no one to stick up for you? The friendship of 
the heroines is at risk because of a false accusation. This film is shown 
in memory of a talented filmmaker and FAMU student, who died sud-
denly in June 2015.



The Fabulous Baron Munchausen / Baron Prášil

SYD/UTC 24 OCT 6:30 PM

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 1961 | Fantasy | 83 min

DIRECTOR Karel Zeman

CAST
Miloš Kopecký, Karel Höger, Jana Brejchová, Karel Effa, Josef 
Hlinomaz, Jan Werich, Bohuš Záhorský, Eduard Kohout, 
Rudolf Jelínek, Nadežda Blažíčková

In 1961, animation trick master Karel Zeman made a breathtaking film adapta-
tion of the outlandish tales of Baron Munchausen made famous in the 1786 book 
by Gottfried August Bürger. The incredible adventures of the bragging Baron come 
to life in a film celebrating the courage and imagination of dreamers and poets.

The outrageous Baron (Miloš Kopecký) tells of his many adventures, from meeting 
the Man on the Moon, to singlehandedly defeating a Turkish army and entering the 
deepest recesses of a whale’s belly. When the Baron, who is enjoying a relaxing stay 
on the moon, is joined by gregarious space traveller Cyrano de Bergerac (Karel Höger), 
the duo set off on a round-the-universe journey that will introduce them to the beau-
tiful Princess Bianca (Jana Brejchová) and the formidable Toník (Rudolf Jelínek).

In the movie, Munchausen’s humorous narrative contrasts with the romantic tale of 
the modern fantasist Toník, who becomes the Baron’s rival in love. This is an enjoy-
able and witty film and a clever allegory on the fantastical in life. In addition to Miloš 
Kopecký in the title role, the film features the Czech acting élite of the day.

This film won many international awards, including at the festivals in Cannes and 
Locarno. The American-born British screenwriter, film director, animator, actor, co-
median and former Monty Python member Terry Gilliam openly admits that his film 
“The Adventures of Baron Munchausen” (1988) was on the whole inspired by this 
Zeman version.

FESTIVALS Cannes, Locarno, Adelaide Ff 1963



The fabulous World of Jules Verne / Vynález zkázy

SYD/UTC 24 OCT 4:00 PM

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 1958 | Sci-Fi | Fantasy | Adventure | 83 min 

DIRECTOR Karel Zeman

CAST
Lubor Tokoš, Arnošt Navrátil, Miroslav Holub, František Šlégr, 
Jana Zatloukalová, Václav Kyzlink, František Černý, Otto 
Šimánek, Václav Trégl

An evil millionaire named Artigas plans to use a super-explosive device to conquer the world from 
his headquarters inside an enormous volcano.

It is the first of several films shot by Karel Zeman inspired by Jules Verne. Here, in a timeless story 
of an exploited inventor whose work falls into the hands of criminals threatening the entire world, 
the director tried to create a new artistic style and to bring to life images from the black and 
white engravings made by the first illustrators of the Jules Verne books, Édouard Riou and Leon 
Bennett. Later on Zeman further developed this new style, using it to create his visionary worlds.

To create the unique visual effect and atmosphere, Zeman used live actors, puppets and engrav-
ings combined with dramatic stylization of animation and stop motion, double exposures, minia-
tures and matte paintings throughout the film. The Fabulous World of Jules Verne is essentially 
an 83 minute showcase of all the special effect techniques available to filmmakers at the time. It 
is without a doubt a cinematic masterpiece.

In 1958, this film literally circled the globe, was showered in prizes and became one of the most 
significant films of the 20th century. Among many prizes, it won for example the Grand Prix at 
the World Exposition EXPO 58 in Brussels before being released worldwide. In the US, Warner 
Brothers picked up the film, dubbed it into English and released it in over 90 cinemas. Very few 
films made in the former Czechoslovakia have ever enjoyed such international acclaim and suc-
cess. 

Zeman’s masterpiece - whose beauty has not faded even after nearly sixty years – has been dig-
itally restored and shown in a world premiere at Karlovy Vary International Film Festival in July 
this year.

FESTIVALS Karlovy Vary, Locarno, Montreal, Torino, New York

Journey to the Beginning of Time / Cesta do pravěku

SYD/UTC 25 OCT 4:00 PM

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 1955 | Fantasy | Adventure | Family | 93 min

DIRECTOR Karel Zeman

CAST Vladimír Bejval, Petr Herman, Zdeněk Husták, Josef Lukáš, 
Bedřich Šetena

When young Jirka (Vladimír Bejval) finds a fossil of a trilobite outside an entrance to a 
local cave, he and his three best friends Toník (Petr Herman), Jenda (Zdeněk Husták) 
and Petr (Josef Lukáš) decide to take a canoe trip hoping to find prehistoric worlds. As 
they make their way upstream, they realise that they are travelling progressively fur-
ther back in time through unknown terrains, crossing fields of ice and hiking through 
rugged marshlands until their hopes are fulfilled. As they travel, they are faced with 
various trials and perils on this evolutionary journey back in time.

Zeman’s use of unorthodox and seamless production techniques ensured that the 
film was free of jerky stop-motion sequences and grainy splicing. In some scenes, 2-D 
‘profile’ images of animals were filmed in real time whilst other scenes were recreated 
in stop-motion using a combination of 2-and 3-D models. Zeman also used models or 
2-D profiles when depicting various living animals and these were briefly spliced with 
footage of the real animal. 

The pioneering work in Journey to the Beginning of Time includes a wealth of scien-
tific facts, introduced as part of an exciting boys’ adventure. Whole generations of 
children first learned about the prehistoric past of our planet from this film, with its 
long-extinct plants and animals, which come alive here again thanks to the creativity 
and the artistry of Zeman’s trick photography.

This film is widely regarded as one of the best children’s adventure films of world 
cinema. Its popularity is evident by its general release in the US in 1960 (with an ex-
tended prologue and epilogue).



25Instruction
The best of the Czech & Slovak student shorts:
UTS FACULTY OF DESIGN, ARCHITECTURE & BUILDING

SYD  
25 OCT 2:00 PM

FAMU (Film & TV School of The Academy of Performing Arts in Prague) and 
UTB Zlín (Tomas Bata University in Zlín)

Dominoes Žofie Zajíčková | 2010 | 9 min - A story about two people, a young man and a wom-
an and their attempt to unite a split world and to create a new, better one.

Graffitiger
Libor Pixa | 2010 | 10 min - A humorous and sweetly melancholic story about a 
lonely graffiti-tiger and his life on walls and facades of Prague houses and build-
ings.

In vino veritas Aneta Kýrová Žabková | 2012 | 10 min - After 25 years, three middle-aged women 
meet and compare their life stories. Who is the happiest and most satisfied?

Swimming Pool Alexandra Hetmerová | 2010 | 7 min - A night time love story of two outsiders set 
in a closed city swimming pool.

Where Do the Wild 
Butterflies Grow?

Vladka Macurová | 2012 | 6 min -  A poetic story about the search for kindred spir-
its.

The Entangled Stanislav Sekela | 2014 | 9 min - An animated drama about the strong connection 
between two lovers from the plant life.

SYD  
25 OCT 3:00 PM

FTF VŠMU (Film and Television Faculty of The Academy of Performing Arts, 
Bratislava)

The Neverending  
Story of Grandpa  
and Grandma

Petra Albertyová | 2014 | 12 min - An unexpected guest, charmed by grandma’s 
beauty, visits a secluded cottage. A slapstick comedy about love, vanity and stub-
bornness, inspired by the work of Juraj Rayman.

Circle Pit

Martin Machalik | 2013 | 5 min - The story of a man caught up in a circle of manip-
ulation by a system into which he was born. He gradually realises, that no matter 
on which level of the social scale he is, he always remains a part of the circle on 
which he is reliant on.

Family – the Essence  
of Life

Marta Prokopová | 2013 | 4 min - A short satirical story of a young student, who 
is trying to figure out why everyone from her family is insane and who deals with 
utopian visions about the world and life.

Shadows
Zuzana Žiaková | 2013 | 4 min - A girl is followed by a terrifying black shadow of a 
big dog. Summoning all her strength, she finally decides to stand up to it only to 
find out the dog is not what she thought it to be.

Halfbabka
Jasmine Elsen | 2014 | 5 min - An old woman does everything with her cat, which 
is more like a toy to her: sharing an ice cream and knitting  a sweater...but then the 
cat runs away.

Force of Attraction
Eva Sekerešová | 2014 | 4 min - The force of attraction is a force that causes two 
objects to attract to each other. This law of physics also applies to astronauts in 
the time of Cold War.

Fongopolis

Joanna Kożuch | 2014 | 13 min - A young violinist is about to play his big solo with 
the Philharmonic of Fongopolis City. The path to success, however, is unexpected-
ly blocked at a train station. Amid the chaos of the bustling crowds he cannot find 
his way to the right platform

 To the Audio Visual Fund of Slovakia, The Council of the State Cinematography 
Fund of the Czech Republic and the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic for their 
financial grant assistance to the Czech and Slovak Festival in Sydney and Perth. 

 A big thank you also to all our volunteers, supporters and friends, in alphabetical order:

 Igor Bartho, Tomáš Bartovič, Richard Bejšák, Monika Belková, Isabella Besedová, 
Kateřina Besserová, Andrej Bučko, Helena Bezděk Fraňková, Elena Brtáňová, Chris 
Bielen, Biba Bohinská,  Chris Donnelly, Lívia Filusová , Claire Gandy, Tomáš Grulich, 
Karolína Hájkova, Jana Horáková,  Radovan Holub, Darina Horáková, Arafat Hossain, 
Jan Hřebejk, Jayne Hughes, Daniela Hurábová, Miloš Kleint, Martin Klementis, Jarka 
Kunová, Jorik Jakubisko, Ross & Julia Koffel, Filip Koubek, Joanna Kozuch, Dušan Křen, 
Kateřina Larbalestier, Marek Maďarič, Milan Malíček, Jakub Matějka, Leigh Ockey, Anna 
Petrášová, Martin Pohl, Paris Pompor, SBS Radio Czech Program, SBS Radio Slovak 
Program, Šárka Ponroy-Vamberová, Eva Přibylová, Přemysl Sobotka, Hani Stolina, 
Alexandra Strelková, Deborah Szapiro, Markéta Šantrochová, Michal Šesták, Martin 
Šmatlák, Peter Švehla, Gabrielle Thompson, Jan Urban, Daniel Vadocký, Pavel Valter, 
Katarína Vanžurová, Henrich Žucha.

 This year’s festival would not have been possible without help from all of them.

Thank you



LAWYERS 

IMMIGRATION SPECIALISTS 

AUSTRALIAN	  VISAS	  
COMPLEX	  CASES	  

APPEALS	  

        www.martinudall.com      Tel:	  +61	  435	  814	  004	  

SYDNEY
Dendy Newtown
261-263 King St, Newtown NSW 2042
Dendy Opera Quays
9/2 East Circular Quay, Sydney NSW 
2000

GENERAL ADMISSION
Adult $19.50
Concession* $16
Senior, children $12

CLUB DENDY
Adult $14.50
Student $12
Senior $ 9

OPENING NIGHT
Adult $35
Photographer plus reception at Dendy 
Opera Quays, includes drinks with 
canapés and live entertainment

CLOSING NIGHT
Adult $25
Fair Play plus reception at Dendy 
Newtown includes audience voting, 
drink and live entertainment

Tickets can be purchased online: www.dendy.com.
au, over the phone: 02 9550 5699 or in person 
at the Dendy Newtown and Dendy Opera Quays 
box office.

* Eligible Concessions:
Full time Students (photo ID required), Senior 
Citizens, Health Care Card Holders, Pensioners, 
Proof of concession must be presented at the 
cinema box office and/or upon entry to the 
auditorium

PERTH
Cinema Paradiso
164 James St, Northbridge WA 
6003

GENERAL ADMISSION
Adult $19
Concession* $15.50
Senior (60+), children $12

OPENING NIGHT
Adult $35
Fair Play plus reception at 
Cinema Paradiso includes 
drinks with canapés  
and entertainment

CLOSING NIGHT
Adult $25
Seven Ravens plus reception 
at Cinema Paradiso includes 
audience voting, drink and 
entertainment

Tickets can be purchased online: www.
lunapalace.com.au (booking fees apply) 
or in person at the Cinema Paradiso, 
Northbridge box office 11:00 am – 9.00 
pm daily.

* Eligible Concessions:
PERTH Full time Students (photo ID 
required), Senior Citizens, Health Care 
Card Holders, Pensioners, Luna Palace 
Privilege Cards. Proof of concession must 
be presented at the cinema box office 
and/or upon entry to the auditorium

SYDNEY
UTS Faculty of Design,  
Architecture & Building
Theatre 322, Lvl 3, 702-730  
Harris Street, Ultimo

Free Entry

Tickets Team
Director Ika de Detrich 
| Slovak Producer 
Silvia Panáková | Czech 
Producer Martina 
Vacková | Festival 
Manager Lenka 
Kleintová | Festival 
Assistant Lenka 
Šleminová 

| Design Martin 
Klementis, Chris 
Bielen | Web Master 
Miloš Kleint |Finance 
& Publicity Isabella 
Besedová |
Perth Festival 
Coordinators Jitka 
Smith, Radek Václavík



CZECH & SLOVAK 
R E S T A U R A N T


